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November 9, 2017
SPACE OF THE WEEK
Tenth Annual
Holiday House
In 2008, the interior
designer Iris Dankner
founded Holiday House,

Re-Generation
A Brooklyn brownstone moves from one stylish family member
to the next and now features artwork from Uganda, Angola, and
Zimbabwe. SEE MORE ›

a design showcase that
creates a space for top
designers and lifestyle
brands to display their
works and raise funds
for breast-cancer
research. (Dankner is a
survivor.) This year's
Holiday House, at the
Academy Mansion from

Original 1900 plasterwork.
The fixture is by Bertjan
Pot for Moooi.

The zingy paint treatments
in the entryway are by the
Ugandan artist Moosh.

Another artwork by Moosh,
this one a mural of the
family, on the stair landing.

November 15 to
December 6, includes
designers James
Rixner, Vanessa
DeLeon Associates,
Touijer, and many more.
MORE ›

Mimi Zeiger at SVA
Los Angeles–based
writer Mimi Zeiger
examines the
intersection of
architecture and media
cultures in her writing.

This floral teepee ($325 at

cultures in her writing.

This floral teepee ($325 at

On November 14 at the

acorntoyshop.com) is handmade

School of Visual Arts,

in Los Angeles by design

she will discuss how

company Wolfum. The structure

collaboration, structure,

is made of organic cotton twill

research, and critique
shape exhibitionmaking in an age where

The Best Bet

digital media has made

A Silk
Pillowcase

everyone a critic and

Developed by

curator. MORE ›

Australian Fiona

the equalizing effect of

with hand-painted maple poles
and is intended for indoor use.
Use code NYMAG15 for 15
percent off.

Stewart 13 years ago,
MAD Workshop

this pillowcase is

In this Museum of Arts

made of exceptionally

and Design workshop,

soft, cool-to-the-

on November 11, artist

cheek, pure mulberry

Xenobia Bailey will

silk.

invite participants into

MORE ›

her gallery studio and
teach them how to craft
newspaper floral
bouquets. These

Tips on all things decorative, design chats with Wendy
Goodman, and photographs from the latest design-

sculptural floral
arrangements are

hunting discoveries in NYC. facebook.com/DesignHunting

inspired by the
“funktional” AfricanAmerican homemaker

Moment-to-moment updates on design news and trendspotting, as well as live-tweeting from insider events and

aesthetics of the 1960s

parties (with a few contests thrown in for good

and ’70s, which inform

measure). @DesignHunting

Bailey’s own practice.
MORE ›
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